
Devices and data to deliver automated
observability, interoperability and control

Pliant gives operations and engineering teams simplified
and streamlined ways to automate, integrate, and connect
their environments. Our flexible workflow engine offers
multiple ways to build workflows to suit your needs and
take advantage of your existing investments.

At core, our API-driven low-code "action blocks" enable
teams to build automation through a modern, graphical
interface without the need for multiple tools or custom
code. Pre-built workflows automate, integrate and connect
the infrastructure stack, empowering businesses to
orchestrate branch office technologies and processes
rapidly, and repeatably.

The result?

Faster time to value, increased team productivity, and lower
total cost of ownership. Pliant's library of integrations and
unmatched SLA for new API-driven "action blocks" translate
to unlimited coverage in one, unified platform. 

 

Network Automation Solution: Branch Orchestration

Orchestrate multi-vendor, multi-domain processes to accelerate time to
value, reduce complexity, and eliminate toil.

As businesses transform their networks and branch infrastructure to increase agility, they adopt powerful new
technologies that create unique visibility, interoperability, and control challenges. TechTarget states, "for the market
to truly benefit from AIOPs and automation, all SD-WAN elements need to talk with each other via API integration."
Bespoke controllers, custom coding, or one-off tools don't address these challenges holistically. 

Orchestrating the Branch Symphony

Powering a modern branch begins at day zero. Ensuring repeatable, manageable processes are in place takes work,
and doing things right at the start has benefits in the long term. Orchestrating multi-vendor, multi-domain
provisioning, configuration, and management allows organizations to accelerate predictable operations with lower
costs, fewer human errors, and better results overall.

The Solution

Automate
Provisioning and configuration of multiple
technologies with one universal platform

Integrate
Infrastructure elements to create a
seamless, strategic branch experience

Connect

Banish silos and make the branch strategy work - today. 

Contact the Pliant team to discuss your needs and how
we can help: pliant.io | hello@pliant.io

https://pliant.io/
https://www.techtarget.com/searchnetworking/tip/The-role-of-automation-in-SD-WAN
http://pliant.io/
mailto:hello@pliant.io


Pliant SD-WAN Automation

Branch Office Orchestration – How it Works

Benefits

Modernize your IT environment quickly, easily and with maximum flexibility. Simplify and streamline the automation of
any task across technology and organizational boundaries. Build and deploy custom, automated workflows and
processes faster, easier, and with more flexibility than you ever imagined.  

Learn More about automating, integrating, and connecting your digital enterprise with Pliant. Our experts are ready to
help. Contact our team today: pliant.io | hello@pliant.io
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Accelerate SD-WAN provisioning and configuration to reduce manual toil

Increase branch office performance and observability

Lower costs and increase team productivity
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Branch Orchestration

Pliant's low-code workflow engine enables accelerated and streamlined branch orchestration. API-
driven and highly flexible drag-and-drop "action blocks" transform manual effort into automated
workflows, taking time and effort out of provisioning and management - from day zero and beyond. By
orchestrating multi-vendor, multi-domain branch processes automatically, Pliant allows teams to
reduce manual toil, assure performance, lower costs, and increase productivity.
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